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Abstract: Suppose x is a compact subset o!l the topolo 
is shop- th.at some neighborhood of X supports a ~ticcewise 
sion-induced homomorphism i* : @ (Q; 22) -+ fi (X; 22) is 
embeddings of compacta in piecewise linear manifclllds can o 
piecetise Enearity, As an example of such an application, it is pobt 
terion for cellukurity i-n piecewise linear manifolds of dimension five 
logical manifoids. Enznples are given to show that piece 
exist stably, even1 in the case when X is a piecewise linea 
subn.;anifold of Qe 
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Xn this paper we consider the problem of determining when 8 s 
of a topological manifold has a neighborhood with a pic!wwke tin 
(PL) structure. We show (Theorem 2) that if X c Qa is a conrpac 
with q 2 5, aQ =$I, then X has such a neighborhood provided 
i* : H4(Q; 2,) + H4(X; Zz> is zero, where i:X --) Q is the in~~~s’io~~* 
an application ‘we obtain (Corollary 3) McMiXla$ 
[ 61 for topiological manifolds of dimension five or more. 1 t is 
served (Theorem 4) that if X Es a PL :manifold that is homoto 
lent to a closed1 topological manifold with no PL strustu 
then there is 2 _ .,& +-sological manifold Q and a local1 
F: X -3~ & such that ic F(X) has no PE manifold ne 
for all k 2 0, where i denotes the can,onical inclus’ 
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By a pkxxwise linear structure cm a manifoldi Mypz (asswmed for sim- 
plkity to be withabut boundary) we mean a faxlnily F = (( UQ, h, )} where 
(1) {UJisanopencoverofM”, , : 
(2) h, : 6/Ly + Rm is an embedding, 
v 
* -, 
(3) if Uor n Up $ $9, then hph,-l :h, (U" n Up)+ Rm is a piecewise 
linear embedding, and 
(4) F is maximal with respect o property (3 j. 
Such a structure allows one to triangulate M’m as a (locally finite) com- 
inatorial m, .aifold, For further information OII~ PL structures, triangula- 
tions, and ,related topics, see [ 21; ha some of t.he other notions referred 
to in the I emainder of the paper, see f3] . 
The proofs are based on the following result due to Kirby and Sieben- 
mann [3, 4, 51. 
Theorem (Kirby-Siebenmann). Let Mnl be a t(:Bpological rnanifold with 
pin 2 5 and 3M. = 0. Then there is a single obstruction oM E H4 (M; 2,) 
to finding a PL structure on M. Furthermore, i:F Mm and I\i’n are two 
such manifolds and f:M -, IV is stably tangential, then poIV = oM. 
Thr: latter statement follows easily from the definition of the obs,truc- 
tion. !ndeed, sin.ce I TOP/PLI = K(&, 3 j, the o:nly obstrwtion to find- 
ing a m;ip s such that the composition I BTop I & I B PL I + I BTOP I is ho- 
motopic to the identity is an element (y E H4 (B& ; 7r3 (TOP/PL)) = 
H4 (B,, ; 2,). We regard q as a map q: I&, I + K(Z,, 4). The::n if
rM 94 + I B,, I classifies the tangent bundle o:lFM, oM is the lhomotlopy 
class of maps M + Z(Z, ,4) represented by ~0 II-~. Hence if f:M -+ IV is 
stably tangential, ‘;30 rM is homotopk to 500 Q ~fi 
n easy consquence of the theorem is ,the following. 
‘j be a cobordism ~~etv:~er; the tqxAogica1 
.en 
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= interior IV, and j be the ~drn 
n j*oW, =O~I = 0, so oW 
d 
= 0. 
PL structure. But then has a 
eorem 2. Let X be a compact #set contained in. the 
foldQ4 with4>-S,aQ=0.Thenifi*:H$(Q;Z2)-+ 
where i: X + Q is the inclusion, there is a neighborhood Y o 
with a PL structure. 
Proof. k4 (X; 2,) Y lim+ { H4 (U; Z2 )}, where U varies eve 
hoods of X in Q. Since i* is zero, there is a neighborhood ‘I/ 
such that j*ol! = 0, where j : V + Q is the inclusion. But, sin 
in Q, j is stably tangential [ 8, 8 S-3]. Thus j*oa = 0 = o y and V a 
a PL structure:. 
Partkular special cases of interest when Theorem 2 is applicable a
when X is a compact ANR with H4 (X; 2, ) = 0 or when X i 
set with H4 (X; 2, ) = 0. The latter is a property of the s 
compacta [ 1 ] . Hence we find that many results which k-101 
dings of these in PL manifolds also hold for embeddings i 
manifolds. As an example, we call attention to the folio 
for a good summary of related results, see [ 71.) 
Corollary 3 (McMillan’s cellularity criterion). Let X be a UV’@ c 
Grn in the interior of the topological manifold QQ) q ii? 5. Th 
cellular subset of Q if a?ld only if the following condition ho 
each neighborhood U of X there exists a neighborhood V of 
that V c U and each loop in V --- X is null-homotapic in 
One might suspect hat if X is a PL manifold embedded RS 
flat submanifold of the topological manifold Q, then X h 
fold neighborhood. That this is false is shown by the foll 
Theorem 4. Let X be a PL ma.nifold of the homotopy ty 
manifold IM” with no PL structure, m 2 5 (e.g. X = S” X 
Then there is a topological manifold Q and a locally fl 
F:X+ Q’such that i o F(X) has no PL neighborhood in
k 2 0, where i denotes the canonical inclusion of 
.Eetf:X+M 
large (n 2, 2 dim 
x Dn+k (We regand R*+k as the interior of’D”+k.) For: ~;uppose there ‘a 
wetyj such a neighborhood, say K Then we may isotope fo F’ (in V and ‘-2 
with compact support) to a PL ‘Ioca1f.y lat e:nibed&g fir. Let N be a 
regular neighborhood of H(X) ip V and let IQ 7 MY !Fb - interior IV. 
Then W is a topological cobordisrn between the PL ‘manifold. NV and the 
topological manifold MX Sn+k-1. Since j* :I?(& 2,) + Hd(aN; Z,) Is 
an isomorphism, where j : FIN + W is the tnclesion, Corollary 1 implies 
that MX WkM1 has a PL structure. But then M has a PL structure, con- 
tradicting the choice of M. 
An example due to Kirby and Siebenmann [3] shows that there is ,a 
manifold M containing alocally flat S4 which has no PI, neighborhood 
in MX Rk for all k >, 0. 
*We would like to express our thanks to the referee for his helpful 
comments and, particularly, for helping to ilnprove the statem& of 
Theorem 2. 
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